
Kestrel Liability Mitigation (KLM) TM 

The Kestrel TSCM ® Professional Software is firmly designed and 

strategically developed around a powerful standards-based 

methodology. Liability mitigation is 

(or should be) a serious concern for 

the professional, modern spectrum 

warrior who must actively engage, in 

what can be described as a vastly 

unknown and uncertain operational 

work environment with few, if      

any, reasonable expectations of   

fully determining; let alone,         

understanding the threat-risk      

environment as an absolute. Over many years of operational 

field deployment, teaching other operators, responding to    

client expectations, conducting third-party scope-of-work      

requirements, and the risk of personal and professional liability  

have continued to evolve. It is essential that the professional 

spectrum warrior continue to evolve in many ways from the 

training received, equipment purchased and deployed, and the 

application of a structured liability mitigation procedure at each 

step of the process. 

Reality Check! 

There are no single, or easily applied liability mitigation         

techniques that can meet all legal challenges, or competency 

tests. The need to apply a systematic approach to best practices, 

beginning with a recognized standards-based approach, and a 

focus on standards-based, training, certification, equipment 

selection, applied techniques, strategies and professional      

development, are all necessary and strongly recommended. 

Competent Mission Tracking 

The Kestrel TSCM ® Professional Software has integrated a full 

mission management resource, that significantly contributes to 

addressing the liability question for professional operators. 

The Kestrel ® ability to fully capture and document the entire         

mission from beginning to end; across all operators, deployment 

resources, technology, applied standards-based methodology, 

techniques and operator experience. 

Steps to Liability Mitigation 

There are countless ways that the technical operator can 

achieve a high confidence level within a very complex liability 

mitigation process. 

Training and Certification 

Documented training and certification is essential, however, is 

the instructor  willing to stand-up in an open courtroom and 

defend the     training approach? 

Professional Development 

On-going professional development does not mean learning 

how to use your existing equipment! Professional Development 

must teach new and recurrent skills for integration with         

previously learned methods and techniques. 

Operator Experience 

Operator training, certification, and actual field experience are 

all necessary competency elements and can compensate for 

each other when any one is not fully achievable on its own. 

Standards Based Approach 

Mission level deployment-standards are only relevant when 

they are applied by the technical operator across all aspects of 

the operator’s career, and form a powerful methodology. 

Equipment Resources 

There is no single answer when it comes to equipment selection, 

but you better have a better answer than it is easy to use, or it 

looks impressive. 

Detailed Mission Logging 

One of the powerful advantages of the Kestrel TSCM ®          

Professional Software is its ability to completely document the 

entire mission through the application of the a standards-based 

Inspection Summary Checklist (ISC) TM and fully integrated     

Operator Deployment Log (ODL) TM. 

Captured Mission Data 

It is essential to capture all aspects of the mission data for full 

analytical review and possible legal challenges. If this is not   

supported or possible, liability should be a significant concern! 
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Remember, in a Moving Target Threat Model the   

Technical Operator is the Spectrum Analyzer... 
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Final Inspection Reports 

The final inspection report must be populated via a integral 

chain of evidence, maintained and rendered as a work-flow  

continuation, directly from the software. 

There are many additional aspects of implementing a competent   

liability mitigation process. Join us for the Technical Security Specialist 

(TSS) TM certification program to learn more... 

Automatic Software Update Tool 

Operators never need deploy another old release of the         

Kestrel TSCM ® Professional Software again! Download the   

latest new milestone in the Kestrel TSCM ® Professional        

Software legacy. 

Our powerful Automatic Software Update Tool is a simple to  

use resource. The Auto Update Tool checks for new software   

releases and any added new feature updates, each time the         

software is initialized, and a network connection is present. 

This capability will significantly reduce the complexity of        

uninstalling and reinstalling new software releases, by taking 

control of the update process. 

To  accommodate secure air-gapped computers, the technical 

operator can simply add “inhibitupgrade” to the desktop 

shortcut command line, to prevent the software from             

automatically updating the software, or can use a full manually 

installed, air-gap release. 

As an experienced  technical operator, it is essential to utilize 

the latest software features and resources. New technology, is    

released on a regular basis and the automatic update tool     

ensures that today’s software is tomorrow ready. 

Kestrel TSCM ® Professional Software is innovative industry leading, disruptive technology, sold in 54 countries worldwide! 

Download the latest “bridgehead.exe” file from the Technical 

Support Group (TSG) TM Resource Centre website and get started 

with our innovative industry leading technology. 

The auto update tool resource is designed to push the latest bug 

fixes, software tweaks, default setting updates, support file   

updates, and new features and functionality in real-time for  

immediate field deployment. 
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